Student Code of Conduct
Early Childhood

GETTING
ALONG

Speak up, show
respect and make
Christian choices!

I choose to get along.

We know that GBC is special because of us.
We are all important and loved
because we are all God’s children.
We show that by treating each other well.

MY RESPONSIBILITIES
• I can ask questions and say what I think, but I must speak
nicely.
• I treat everyone well, even if I’m grumpy or sad.
• I make good choices when I’m at school or wearing my
school uniform.
• I remember to use the High Five if someone is doing
something I don’t like.
COMMUNITY CHOICES
• We listen when other people speak.
• If we see someone doing something wrong, we tell a
grown-up. We don’t just watch bad things happen.
• We forgive each other.
• We treat everyone like they are important
– because they are!

MY RESPONSIBILITIES
• I make sure my brain is switched on when it’s time to learn.
• I ask the teachers for help if I don’t have something I need.
• I follow instructions quickly.
• I keep my school bag and classroom tidy so I can find things.
COMMUNITY CHOICES
• We help each other find the things we need.
• We help each other if someone is lost or confused, or
we ask a teacher to help.
• We put things away where they belong (even if we
didn’t leave it out!), so that everyone can find what
they need.

PERSISTENCE
Be strong and be a
friend!

I choose to persist.

ORGANISATION
Be ready to learn,
and be on time!

I choose to be organised.

MY RESPONSIBILITIES
• When things are hard, I keep trying.
• I keep faith.
• No matter how hard something is, I ask for help
when I need it, so that I can keep trying.
COMMUNITY CHOICES
• We are kind and nice to each other all the time!  
We don’t stop trying!
• We keep believing in each other.
• We encourage each other to keep trying.

MY RESPONSIBILITIES
• I say nice things to other people, especially when
they are trying hard.
• I remember I am one of God’s children and I am
special and loved.
• I am honest.
COMMUNITY CHOICES
• We are a strong team and we are proud of each other
when we have a go.
• We make sure everyone has friends.  We don’t leave
people out.
• We don’t let bad things keep happening – we do
something about it!

RESILIENCE

Keep learning,
know I’m precious,
keep safe.

CONFIDENCE
Be positive and
be myself!

I choose to be confident.

MY RESPONSIBILITIES
• If something bad happens to me, I do not feel bad about
myself, I just try again!
• I am important, I am loved and I MATTER.  My teachers or
Chaplain will listen to me if I’m upset.
• I must know my safety network and remember to use it.
COMMUNITY CHOICES
• We stay as a team, even when things are hard.
• We forgive each other and share the Truth.
• If we know something bad is happening, we talk to a safe
grown-up about it.  We help each other.

I choose to be resilient.

SPIRIT
MY RESPONSIBILITIES
• I don’t get upset when things are hard, it just means I’m
learning!
• I ask for help and try different ways of problem-solving
until I can do hard things.
COMMUNITY CHOICES
• We help each other to problem-solve.
• We are happy when someone gets something hard right
– even if we still haven’t gotten it right yet!

Think like a
learner and
want to do
my best.

I choose to have spirit.

This Student Code of Conduct shows the behaviour we want from students at Goldfields Baptist
College. By signing this Code of Conduct, I agree that I will do my best to do what it says at all times.
If I make mistakes sometimes, I will trust the staff at GBC to help me to learn where I went wrong and help
me to improve.
Signed: _____________________ Name: __________________________________ Date: ___________ Class: _______

